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Abstract

This study reports on the performance of several applications on the Alewife machine� focus�
ing on emerging applications and evolving architectural mechanisms� It shows that low�latency
cache miss handling mechanisms for both local and remote accesses in Alewife make these emerg�
ing applications viable candidates for shared�memory parallel processing� The results show that
e�cient shared memory is an excellent communication mechanism� even for �ne�grain appli�
cations that do not re�use data� Such applications are thought to favor message�passing� As
expected� traditional coarse�grain applications perform well with Alewife�s mechanisms� The
results also con�rm that hardware support for limited sharing is adequate for a broad range of
applications� even on large numbers of processors� Additionally� modeling local cache�miss be�
havior is important for machines such as Alewife� where remote�miss latencies are only �ve times
longer than local miss latencies� We introduce two novel performance metrics that account for
the e	ect of local misses and are more accurate than previously proposed metrics� We conclude
that most applications perform well on Alewife� In particular� �ne�grain applications can take
advantage of Alewife�s high integration and e�ciency to achieve a new level of performance on
scalable shared�memory machines�

Keywords� distributed shared memory� multiprocessor� performance metrics� applications�
�ne grain

� Introduction

Developments in the architecture of parallel machines in�uence the evolution of the structure of
parallel programs� emerging parallel applications� in turn� impact the future directions in parallel
machine architecture� Benchmark suites and architectural mechanisms constantly evolve from the
dynamics of the architecture�applications symbiosis�

This study reports on the performance of several applications on the Alewife machine �ABC��	

�see Sidebar A�� focusing on ne�grain applications and evolving architectural mechanisms� The
results show that low�latency miss�handlingmechanisms for both local and remote accesses in Alewife
make ne�grain applications viable candidates for shared�memory parallel processing� We discover
that e�cient shared memory is an excellent communication mechanism for ne�grain applications�
even without data re�use� This is a very interesting result� given that such applications have long
been thought to favor message passing over shared memory�

Not surprisingly� Alewife�s mechanisms allow traditional coarse�grain applications from the SPLASH
and NAS benchmark suites to perform well� The results conrm that hardware support for limited
sharing is adequate for a broad range of applications� even on large numbers of processors� Local
cache miss behavior turns out to be important on multiprocessors with low remote miss latencies�
To account for the e�ect of local misses� we introduce two performance metrics that provide more
accurate and revealing results for Alewife than previously proposed metrics�
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Coarse�Grain Description Input Data
Program

Appbt Solves multiple independent systems of equations 
�� 
� � 
� �oats
Barnes Simulates movement of bodies under gravitational forces �K bodies� � iters
cgrid Straightforward 
D successive over�relaxation �
x�
 �oats� �� iters
Chol Cholesky factorization of a sparse matrix BCSSTK�

�order ����� ����� �oats�
FFT D Fast Fourier Transform ����� �oats
Gauss Unblocked Gaussian elimination �
x�
 �oats
Locus Routes of wires in a standard cell circuit ��� wires
Mg �D Poisson solver using multi�grid techniques ��x��x�� �oats
Msort Sorts a list of integers ��K integers
Water Simulates movement of water molecules 
� molecules� � iterations

Fine�Grain Description Input Data
Program

EM�D Electromagnetic wave propagation through �D objects ���� nodes

�� remote neighbors

ICCG Preconditioned conjugate gradient sparse solver BCSSTK�
�order ���� ����� doubles�

MP�D Simulates rare�ed �uid �ow ���� particles� � iterations
MMP�D Modi�ed mp�d �reduced sharing� ���� particles� � iterations

Table �� Applications and Kernels

We conclude that both coarse and ne�grain applications can benet signicantly from e�cient
mechanisms such as those available in Alewife� Fine�grain applications can perform well on scalable
shared memory multiprocessors� and they represent an important and emerging class that warrants
further study�

The rest of this paper is organized as follows� Section � describes the applications in this paper�
Section � analyzes the performance of the applications on Alewife using several novel performance
metrics� Section � presents a detailed study of three ne�grain applications� and describes the
mechanisms that enhance their performance� Section 	 summarizes the results and Section � presents
the conclusions drawn from this study�

� Applications

The applications in this study use the shared�memory programming model� They are written in
the C programming language with parallel constructs based on the ANL p� library� Most of the
programs begin with a master process that allocates and initializes a block of globally shared memory�
After initialization� the master spawns a number of slave threads that persist until the end of the
computation� Computation is usually partitioned and scheduled statically among the threads that
synchronize with locks and barriers�

Table � provides a short description of each of the applications and their input parameters�
MP�D� Barnes� Locus� Chol� and Water are from the SPLASH suite �SWG��
� Appbt and
MG are part of the NAS parallel benchmarks �Bai��
� The rest of the applications are engineering�
type kernels from the University of Rochester� MIT �CA��
� and Berkeley �CDG���
� We categorize
the applications into traditional� coarse�grain applications and emerging� ne�grain applications�

The traditional� coarse�grain applications are applications that appear in most studies of shared�
memory applications and architectures� These include Appbt� Barnes � CGRID� Chol� FFT �
Gauss� Locus� MG� Msort� and Water� These applications are relatively coarse�grained and
perform well on Alewife�

The emerging� ne�grain applications fail to achieve acceptable performance in most shared�
memorymultiprocessors because they communicate frequently and are sensitive to memory latencies�
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These include EM�D� ICCG�MP�D� andMMP�D� For information on how our benchmarks relate
to other benchmark studies� see Sidebar B�

� Application Performance Characteristics

This section presents the major factors that a�ect the performance of the applications� First� it
considers the processor utilization �the fraction of execution time spent doing useful computation�
by each application� Next� to investigate why some of the applications achieve only low to moderate
utilization� it presents data on cache hit ratios� computation grain sizes� load balance� and degree of
data sharing� For each of the metrics� we plot the data as a series of bar graphs with applications
sorted to illustrate overall relationships� Measurements were taken using hardware statistics counters
on Alewife �see Sidebar A�� Later� Section 	 presents numbers summarizing speedup and e�ciency�

��� Processor Utilization

The top of Figure � presents processor utilization for each of the applications� ranked by average
utilization� The results show that Locus�MG� MMP�D� Appbt� Water� FFT� Gauss� Barnes�
and CGRID all attain good utilization of above ��� for � through �� processors� These applications
do not present extremely challenging loads to Alewife� and most of them achieve good performance
on other multiprocessors�

The results also show that Msort� EM�D� Chol� MP�D� and ICCG present more challenging
workloads� These applications interest us most in this study as they serve to expose hardware
limitations of the multiprocessor� To determine the performance bottlenecks for these applications�
we need to consider cache behavior� computation grain sizes� load�balance� and degree of data
sharing�

��� Local and Remote Misses

Remote cache misses involve another processor�s cache or memory� and are an integral part of every
multiprocessor application study� It turns out that local cache misses are also very important on
the Alewife machine because an average remote miss is only ve times as expensive as a local miss�
Although the number of cycles for a cache miss will increase with higher processor�clock rates� the
ratio of local to remote access times can be sustained �see Sidebar A��

Figure � presents the cache hit statistics� An important point is that remote misses in themselves
are not indicative of application performance� In particular� note that many applications� such as
em�d� exhibit increasing local cache hit ratios as the number of processors increases� This is because
the total available cache increases while the dataset size remains constant� On multiprocessors with
low remote to local miss ratios� this local cache e�ect has a signicant impact on performance� To
capture the e�ect of local misses� the bottom graph in Figure � presents the hit ratio for a weighted
total of memory references� computed by�

�remote hits � �local hits��	�

�remote accesses � �local accesses��	��

where we assume that ve local misses are equivalent to an average remote miss� This metric�
which we call weighted hit ratio� will be instrumental in the next section in computing a weighted

computation granularity�
Note that ICCG� an application whose algorithm does not signicantly re�use data� exhibits a

higher remote access hit ratio than might be expected� This is because it uses spin locks for ne�
grain synchronization that are often referenced in�cache� Cache misses occur only when the status
of the lock changes� The amount of �useful� data re�use is small�

Overall� EM�D� ICCG� and MP�D have lower hit ratios than the other applications� This
partly explains the lower utilization of these applications� However� low hit ratios only lead to poor
processor utilization when there is little actual computation between memory references� The next
section analyzes the amount of computation between cache misses�
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Figure �� Application characteristics with applications sorted by average� Bars are for �� �� �� �� ���
and �� processors for each application� ICCG is missing a ��processor bar because its dataset does
not t on a single Alewife processor�
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Comp � Weighted Miss ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� �����

� correlation greater than ������

Correlation of Application Ranking for each Metric Relative to Processor Utilization

Figure �� Application ranking by processor utilization and granularity� Bars are for �� �� �� �� ��� and
�� processors for each application and are sorted by ���processor value� Correlations are computed
by comparing� via the sum squared di�erence of ranks� application rankings for each metric and
number of processors�

��� Computation Granularity

The amount of work per remote cache miss� the computation grain of an application� has tradition�
ally been a good indicator of performance� Figure � shows that computation grain is well�correlated
with processor utilization� However� the e�ect of local cache misses is also very important for ma�
chines with low remote�to�local memory latency ratios� Thus� we introduce another metric� called
weighted computation granularity� the amount of work per weighted cache miss� As Figure � shows�
this weighting produces a better metric which is more correlated to utilization than granularity
derived from remote misses alone�

In particular� applications with high local miss rates and ne granularity� such as EM�D and
ICCG� are in more appropriate rank order with weighted granularity than with unweighted granu�
larity� Also note that for both granularity metrics� the ranking for msort is considerably di�erent
from the utilization ranking� This is because neither granularity metric incorporates any notion of
load balance� Section ��� examines the e�ect of load balance�

Together� the granularity and cache hit data show that the low utilization for EM�D� MP�D�
and ICCG are because these applications are naturally ne�grained� Their performance is primarily
determined by both local and remote memory access latencies�
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Figure �� Load balance and LimitLESS software traps� Load imbalance is a factor in Msort� MG�
Chol� and Locus� LimitLESS plays little role in performance except for Locus� Bars are for ��
��� and �� processors for each application�

��� Load Balance

As the number of processors increases� an application needs to spread its computation evenly among
the processors in order to maintain good utilization� Of the applications�Msort� MG� Chol� and
Locus are susceptible to load imbalance on large numbers of processors� Figure � plots the load on
�� processors for these applications�

The load imbalance in Msort occurs because the number of lists to merge decreases as the
computation progresses� The load imbalance in MG occurs for two reasons� First� the multigrid
algorithm uses a hierarchy of grids� The smallest grids have fewer points than processors� Second�
our 	� � 	� � 	� dataset does not divide evenly into all processor sizes �this size was chosen to t
into the memory of a single processor and still be interesting��

Chol and Locus are dynamically load�balanced applications� where idle threads request work
from global task queue�s�� Evidence from Chol �WOT��	
 indicates that larger input data sets can
help load balance� Of the four applications�Msort is the most severely a�ected by load imbalance�

��� Sharing

The results show that most applications exhibit limited read sharing and are well�supported by
Alewife�s LimitLESS combination of hardware and software coherence� LimitLESS supports limited
read�sharing in hardware and relies on software handling for widely�shared data items� The rst ve
processors to request a data item are handled directly by the CMMU� If a sixth processor requests a
copy of this data item� the CMMU generates an interrupt to the local processor� requesting software
help to keep track of coherence information�

Figure � shows the maximum fraction of time spent executing coherence handlers on any single
processor� Although some applications� such as ICCG� access the same data on many processors�
frequent writes prevent high levels of read sharing� As a result� many of the applications do not
invoke LimitLESS at all� Only locus and barnes spend a signicant fraction of execution time
handling coherence in software� which explains why utilization drops as the number of processors
increase for these two applications�
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Figure �� Comparison of MP�D speedup on Alewife versus on DASH�

� Emerging Fine�Grain Applications

Applications such as MP�D are often considered too naive and ne�grained to be important bench�
marks� This naivet�e� however� is exactly what needs to be supported for the benet of both compilers
and users� After all� a major motivation for shared�memory is its ease of programming over message�
passing� Furthermore� less naive codes such as EM�D and sophisticated codes such as ICCG are
inescapably ne�grained� This section discusses these three applications in detail and demonstrates
why they are now emerging as viable applications on shared�memory multiprocessors�

��� MP�D

MP�D needs e�cient support for migratory data� While the particles in the simulation are repre�
sented by data that are statically assigned to processors� the wind tunnel through which the particles
move is represented by data that migrate frequently� Figure � compares the performance of MP�D
on Alewife with Stanford DASH �LLG���
�

Alewife achieves substantially higher speedups than DASH on MP�D� The primary reason is
Alewife�s coherence protocol that is better suited for migratory data� On DASH� a remote dirty
cache line owned by processor � is not invalidated� but is �downgraded� to remote clean�read�only
copies at the time that processor � attempts to read it� When processor � subsequently attempts
to write this line� it must rst invalidate processor ��s copy� Since Alewife performs the invalidation
as part of the read transaction� the subsequent write transaction is faster� This savings becomes
especially important when data is primarily read then written by di�erent processors throughout an
application�

MMP�D� with more optimized code and data mapping� performs even better� This suggests
that this application needs either e�cient mechanisms or intelligent data mapping to perform well�
The next two applications need both�

��� EM�D

EM�D is one of the nest�grain applications in the literature� The input dataset consists of a
randomly generated graph where �� percent of the edges are between nodes mapped on di�erent
processors� EM�D is thought to favor message�passing� since it is a graph computation where nodes
in the graph have a producer�consumer relationship� Alewife exhibits good performance on EM�D�
in spite of the fact that invalidate protocols are sub�optimal for producer�consumer computation�
As discussed earlier� local cache behavior accounts for much of the good speedup�

On �� Alewife processors� each edge takes ��� cycles of computation� For comparison� only a
few results are available in the literature� A Berkeley Split�C study �CDG���
 achieved 	� cycles
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Figure 	� Comparison ICCG with shared memory versus message passing on Alewife�

per edge with message�passing implementation on the Thinking Machines CM�	 on �� processors�
A Wisconsin study �CLR��
 simulates shared�memory and message�passing machines with hardware
congurations based closely on the CM�	� It nds that an invalidation�based shared�memory imple�
mentation ���� cycles�edge� is twice as slow as a message�passing implementation ��� cycles�edge��

Alewife performs substantially better than previous shared�memory results and competitively
with message�passing implementations� The 	�to�� remote�to�local miss ratio allows performance to
scale well as the number of processors increases� even with an invalidation�based protocol�

��� ICCG

ICCG is a di�cult application to parallelize and has only recently attained reasonable performance
on multiprocessors� With only � to �� �oating�point operations per double word of data communi�
cated� ICCG has historically been unparallelizable� ICCG is similar to EM�D in that its kernel
involves a producer�consumer graph computation� However� ICCG uses real scientic datasets
mapped onto the machine with the best�known algorithms� More importantly� the sparse triangu�
lar solve kernel in ICCG requires ner�grained synchronization than the relaxation computation in
EM�D� To synchronize� shared�memory ICCG uses read�modify�write operations� where the pro�
ducer of a value can perform an accumulate to a variable on a remote processor� Consequently� the
performance of ICCG is latency�critical� each read�modify�write operation requires three round�trip
messages between processors upon a remote miss�

In contrast with three messages� an active message implementation needs only a single message�
Figure 	 makes this comparison� Surprisingly� the shared�memory implementation performs slightly
better� since shared memory references are handled directly in hardware and incur minimal overhead�
as compared to active messages that have to be handled in software� Even when added to round�trip
network latencies� shared�memory latencies are much lower than those for message passing�

� Summary

We summarize by presenting overall speedup results and revisiting the major factors leading to
those results� Figure � presents the familiar overlapping speedup curves for the applications� It also
presents a more digestible picture of the fraction of ideal speedup sorted by average�

Most of the traditional coarse�grain applications perform well� Appbt� Barnes� Cgrid� FFT�
Gauss� MG� and Water� Locus causes a large number of LimitLESS traps which results in high
memory latencies� Chol su�ers from limited parallelism due to a small dataset size� Msort su�ers
from load imbalance�
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Figure �� Application Speedups and E�ciency� Speedups are relative to the parallel code running
on a single processor� Since the dataset does not t on a single Alewife node� ICCG speedups are
based upon single�processor times from the CM�	� a SPARC�based architecture with nearly identical
single�node performance�
E�ciencies are sorted by average e�ciency� Bars are for �� �� �� �� ��� and �� processors for each
application�
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The ne�grain applications exhibit new levels of performance� EM�D performs surprisingly well
due to local cache behavior and fast communication� MP�D has the worst e�ciency� but Alewife
speedups are high when compared to other machines� MMP�D performs even better� ICCG also
performs unexpectedly well for a shared�memory multiprocessor�

� Conclusions

This paper presents the performance of several applications on the Alewife machine� focusing on
emerging applications and the architectural mechanisms that allow them to perform well on the
machine�

The main contributions of this paper are�

� It determines the mechanisms that allow ne�grained applications to perform well on Alewife�
low local to remote memory access latency ratios� hardware support for shared�memory com�
puting� and a coherence protocol optimized for migratory sharing�

� It characterizes the performance of a large number of applications in terms of several metrics�
processor utilization� local and remote miss ratios� computation granularity� load balance� and
sharing behavior� In addition to these well�known metrics� it introduces two new metrics
that account for local and global misses and their overheads� Previous metrics mispredict
performance on machines such as Alewife�

Fine�grain applications can perform well on scalable shared�memory multiprocessors� These
applications are an important emerging class that warrants further study� Overall� both coarse and
ne�grain applications can benet signicantly from the e�cient mechanisms such as those available
in Alewife�
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Sidebar A� The Alewife Multiprocessor

Figure � shows an overview of the architecture�ABC��	
� The nodes in an Alewife machine can
communicate via either shared memory or message passing� Each node consists of a Sparcle processor
�a modied SPARC�� a �oating point unit� ��K bytes of direct�mapped cache� �M bytes of DRAM�
an Elko�series �D�mesh routing chip �EMRC� from Caltech� and a custom�designed Communication
and Memory Management Unit �CMMU�� This paper uses a ���node version of the Alewife machine
with a ��MHz Sparcle processor and EMRC network routers operating with a per�link bandwidth
of ��M bytes�second�

As shown in Figure �� the single�chip CMMU is the heart of an Alewife node� It is responsible
for coordinating message passing and shared memory communication as well as handling more
mundane tasks such as DRAM refresh and control� It implements Alewife�s scalable LimitLESS
cache coherence protocol� and provides Sparcle with a low�latency interface to the network� To
communicate via shared�memory� users simply read�write from the shared address space� the CMMU
takes care of the details of acquiring remote data and caching the results locally� Similarly� users send
and receive messages by accessing hardware network queues directly through the CMMU� To aid
experiments� the CMMU contains hardware statistics counters that allow non�intrusive monitoring
of a wide�array of application performance characteristics�

Although Alewife�s clock�rate and network bandwidth are slower than the current state of the
art� its architecture is balanced in a way that allows conclusions about current and future machines�
There are three reasons for this� First� Alewife has a low ratio of remote to local cache miss times �on
average this ratio is approximately ve�� Current technological trends argue that this ratio will stay
constant or even decrease� Assuming memory controllers that pipeline accesses between DRAM and
the network� and a reasonable matching of DRAM and network bandwidth� the dominant factors in
the remote�local ratio are DRAM access time and network latency� Over the last decade� DRAM
access times have stayed roughly constant while processor speeds have increased� and network latency
times have decreased� The result is that Alewife�s average ratio of a 	�to�� remote to local access
time is conservative relative to future architectures�

Second� Alewife�s network has a per�node latency of � processor cycles�network hop which is not
unreasonable with a direct point�to�point network such as a mesh� even for high processor clock
rates� Finally� the ratio of network bandwidth to processor clock rate of from ��	 to � is also in line
with modern technology�

��



Sidebar B� Application Studies

The cycle of in�uence between shared�memory multiprocessor architecture and applications has
been in motion for at least a decade� and continues to this day� The early studies� based on trace�
driven simulation of shared�memory applications� focused on the memory reference characteristics
�AG��
�DRPS��
 and coherence�protocol behaviors �EK��
 for small�scale shared�memory multipro�
cessor architectures� Later studies �SWG��
�WOT��	
� based on execution�driven simulators� char�
acterize in more detail the behavior of shared�memory applications on larger�scale shared�memory
architectures� They include the e�ect of load imbalance� synchronization overhead and parallelization
overhead in addition to cache and memory behavior� An important result of research on shared�
memory applications is a set of SPLASH and NAS benchmarks that has driven much research into
shared�memory architectures and cache�coherence protocols�

During the same period� several experimental� shared memory multiprocessors were designed and
built� Stanford DASH was the rst such machine� followed by MIT Alewife� and most recently by
the Wisconsin Typhoon prototypes� Researchers have used these machines as a vehicle to charac�
terize the behavior of shared�memory applications �LLG���
�ABC��	
� This study uses the built�in
statistics hardware in Alewife to characterize the performance of shared�memory applications in this
paper� It considers emerging ne�grain applications as well as the SPLASH and NAS applications�
The analysis focuses on computation granularity� cache miss ratios� sharing patterns� and load bal�
ance as primary determinants of application performance� Unlike previous studies that focused on
remote cache misses� it considers both local and remote cache misses� It does not provide details on
the cause of cache misses in each of the applications� Woo et al� �WOT��	
 already provides such
details� This study is most closely related to �LLG���
� due to the similarities between DASH and
Alewife� A comparison of the results from both studies shows that Alewife is more successful at
ne�grain or irregular applications� primarily due to its shorter memory latencies� Both machines
perform comparably well for coarse�grain applications�

With the availability of both scalable shared�memory machines and simulators� there is a de�
bate over whether to use machines or simulators to characterize shared�memory applications� Real
machines can execute more realistic programs and inputs� and their measurements capture all the
nuances of a real hardware implementation� The disadvantage is that it is hard to compare di�erent
architectures� and some observed e�ects may be due to an artifact of the machine rather than some
fundamental principle� This study uses the machine�based approach� The ideal approach is to use
both machines and simulators for application studies� and cross�check the results from one with the
other�
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